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Offering a complete bespoke service, we can supply 

the perfect product to give your home a new lease 

of life. Select the frame, style, colour and glazing to 

create beautiful windows and doors that will blend 

with your home and enhance your lifestyle.

Whether your home is contemporary or classic 

we can help you select the right products for your 

individual requirements. Whichever style options 

you choose we can guarantee you will not only get 

windows and doors that look great but they will 

offer ultimate security and last for years to come.

Your home is without doubt your biggest 

asset, so of course you want to do everything 

you can to protect it and enhance its 

value. With our specialist low maintenance 

replacement PVC-U windows and doors we 

have the ability to improve your home in the 

most stylish and energy efficient way possible. 

Welcome
Transforming your home…
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Stylish windows

When you replace your windows you are investing 

in your home so not just any window will do. Using 

state of the art technology and materials, we supply 

windows that combine all the key features to bring 

you the perfect windows to reflect your style and 

enhance your lifestyle.

Practical & stylish windows 
We know that improving your home is an investment taken 

very seriously. We are here to ensure that our portfolio of 

PVC-U windows meet all your requirements and help to create 

a more comfortable home. 

We are committed to quality and are at the forefront of 

innovation ensuring we always keep one step ahead. All of our 

products are manufactured to industry standards so you will 

receive only the best quality products.

We will work closely with you to ensure that not only do your 

windows help to keep you safe and secure, they complement 

your home and help create a home you can be proud of. 
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You can start 

personalising your 

home improvements 

right from the start by 

selecting the frame style 

that complements your 

personal taste. Both 

options offer superior 

thermal efficiency and 

feature high security 

hardware – it’s just 

a matter of personal 

preference.





Creating a more comfortable and sustainable home through 

combining careful design with market leading products, has 

enabled us to offer you a strong PVC-U window and door 

portfolio of products.

Window Energy Ratings
Through continuous research and evaluation in both design and 

quality, combined with market leading components, our energy 

efficient windows enable you to maximise the retention of solar heat 

gain whilst minimising heat loss within your property.

Our windows also enable you to insulate your property against 

outside noise, save money on fuel bills and reduce your carbon 

emissions to create a more comfortable and sustainable home.

The minimum legal standard of any window is now a C rating, 

however we also offer A and B rated windows. A rated windows 

offer the highest standards of energy efficiency possible, meaning 

maximum savings for you and maximum benefits for the environment.
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Energy Window
Sierra Windows

PVC-U Window System
FS70 Series ‘A’ Rated
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This label is not a statutory requirement. It is a voluntary label provided
as a customer service to allow consumers to make informed decisions
on the energy performance of competing products.

Reg. No.: 2971 M138
www.bfrc.org



Features and benefits
Window and door

You can start personalising your home 

improvements right from the start by 

selecting the frame style. Both options 

offer superior thermal efficiency and 

feature high security hardware – it’s just 

a matter of personal preference.

Chamfered design
The clean lines of our chamfered system make 

it ideal for any property. The square edges 

give a defined finish that will blend with old or 

new.  Team it up with a grey or black foil finish 

and you can create a really contemporary feel 

for your windows and doors. If no nonsense 

practical style is for you, this system will be ideal. 

Sculptured design
We think our 70mm sculptured system is the 

closest PVC-U has come to looking like authentic 

timber. The curved edges offer refined style 

and when combined with a woodgrain effect 

foil you will struggle to tell the difference. If you 

want authentic elegance, without any of the 

maintenance associated with timber this is the 

perfect system for you.

Chamfered
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Sculptured



 Durable, easy clean PVC-U frames

 Choice of style, colour and glazing

 Thermally efficient profile

 Specially designed hardware

 High security hinges

 Key locking handles

 Secured by Design accredited – scheme endorsed by the Police 

 Thermally efficient double glazed unit

 Reinforcement made from strong recycled material 

 Weather proofing gasket – no leaks!
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Window features and benefits
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Colour palette
Once you have chosen your frame style you can 

select from our choice of colours. Keep it classic 

with our choice of woodgrains, go contemporary 

with bold colours, add some country charm with 

our pastel colours, or stick to simple white to 

provide a neutral finish to your home.

Glazing designs
Add that final element of individual style by 

selecting from our range of stunning glazing 

options. We have a wide array of designs 

available, from simple backing glass for that 

extra bit of privacy, leaded for that period 

style, Georgian bar for some authenticity or 

just simple clear glazing. A small selection 

of options are shown below, but almost 

anything is possible. Whatever your personal 

preference we can find a suitable option with 

our extensive range.

Arctic Autumn Chantilly

Charcoal Contora Cotswold

Digital

Flemish

Georgian Bar Astragal Bar Lead

Bevelled Bevelled & Lead  Decorative

Clear
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Antique Oak Rosewood

Standard Woodgrain colours

Backing glass Standard foil colours

Glass styles

Window and door options

Dark Green

Chartwell Green Slate Grey Hazy GreyAnthracite Grey

Steel BlueBlack BrownDark Red

White (PX) Cream (PX)Irish Oak



 Tandem bolt system - Hook & 
bolt combination for maximum 
security

 Anti-friction pads - Provides 
smooth & effortless operation

 High security cylinder - Features 
anti pick and anti drilling 
technology

 Centre hook bolt - Provides 
maximum resistance to attack

 Reversible latch - Latch retaining 
system prevents accidental lock 
out

 One Piece Keep - Fully adjustable 
stainless steel for exceptional 
security and durability

 Robust hinges - Adjustable and 
secure hinges 

 Reinforced frames - Offer 
maximum strength and security

 Optional shootbolt - Ideal for 
double doors offers additional 
high security shootbolts on top 
and bottom
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Door features and benefits
We are so confident that our PVC-U 

entrance doors will resist intruders 

that we will give you up to £500 

if you suffer a burglary as a result 

of our product failing. Just ask for 

guarantee details.



Elegant doors

We offer a versatile range of elegant PVC-U 

doors offering options for all types of entrance, 

front doors, French doors, patio doors, bi-folding 

doors, you name it, we can supply it. Our doors 

are made from high performance PVC-U that will 

look as good as new for years to come with only 

minimal maintenance. 

As with our windows, all doors come with a choice of 

frame, colour and glazing options as well as an additional 

selection of hardware including handles, letter plates, 

numerals and knockers in a choice of stylish finishes.

A practical choice
As well as looking good your door needs to be practical 

and that is where PVC-U doors come into a league of 

their own. Excellent noise reduction, low maintenance, 

outstanding thermal properties and superior security 

features are all part of the package. 
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Security is at the core of 

all our designs. Not only 

do we want to provide 

you with a high security 

door, we ensure your 

PVC-U door complements 

your home and your 

personal style. Within 

our stylish portfolio of  

high performance PVC-U 

doors we are confident 

we will have the right 

door to meet your home 

improvement needs.
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We want to give you complete 

peace of mind and we can assure 

you that safety, security and 

durability is our core focus. All 

our PVC-U doors feature the Yale 

8 advanced multipoint locking 

system. Yale are the leading lock 

manufacturers who have been 

keeping the UK safe since 1843, so 

you really can rely on our doors to 

keep your home safe and sound. 

Our door locking system has been 

independently tested by the British 

Standards Institute and Secured by 

Design, the Police product testing 

authority, and it passed with flying 

colours.

Our contemporary designs and stylish elegance combined with 

knowing security and safety is our core focus, which gives you 

peace of mind when choosing your PVC-U door.
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© Sierra Windows. Our policy is one of continuous improvement and we reserve the right to change specification and designs at any time without prior notice.
Sierra Windows cannot be held accountable for installation by independent companies. This statement does not affect your statutory rights.  

SIE13563

Sierra Windows
Alders Way, Yalberton Industrial Estate

Paignton, Devon TQ4 7QE
Telephone: 01803 697000

Fax: 01803 697154
Email: info@sierrawindows.co.uk

www.sierrawindows.co.uk


